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1 Introduction 
Understanding the nature of recharge, water quality and groundwater flow in the aquifers of 
the West Bank requires a rounded appreciation of their hydrogeology.  This presents many 
challenges, partly because of the karstic or sub-karstic nature of some of the formations, but 
also because of the relative scarcity of data.  Hydrogeochemistry in the wider sense (i.e. 
including isotope hydrology and geochemistry) has an important role to play in addressing 
both the resource and quality aspects of West Bank groundwater supply.  In this way it can 
assist and inform the resource-based modelling that is required to support the sustainable 
management of the various aquifer units concerned. 

The most basic use of chemistry is to investigate water quality, and this is one area where 
there is an abundance of basic data available in the form of PWA (2001).  This includes some 
time-series data which allow conclusions to be drawn about long-term changes as well as the 
identification of pollution hotspots.  More complex uses of chemistry data include examining 
processes of recharge, natural patterns of groundwater evolution, and identifying mixing 
between waters with different hydrochemical characteristics. 

Progress beyond this requires the consideration of isotopic evidence in conjunction with 
hydrochemistry.  While the PWA has not had routine access to such relatively sophisticated  
techniques, sufficient has by now been published by various researchers on isotopic studies in 
the West Bank and adjacent areas to begin to better understand problems such as mode(s) of 
recharge, water residence times, and groundwater mixing patterns. 

This report represents a first attempt at synthesising and interpreting the available 
hydrogeochemical information for the West Bank as a whole.  While many problem areas 
undoubtedly remain, it is hoped that the report will at least provide the basis on which further 
research can be developed and taken forward to enhance understanding of recharge and 
groundwater flow. 
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